Approaching an individual methotrexate regimen in leptomeningeal carcinomatosis.
Chemotherapeutic effects in leptomeningeal carcinomatosis (LC) vary widely between patients, presumably in part because drug elimination from cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) differs between individuals. An individual dosing, adapted to elimination, may improve treatment efficacy. To discuss the feasibility of easily accessible elimination parameters for an individual dosing of chemotherapy in LC. The elimination of intrathecally applied methotrexate (Mtx) was tested in 14 LC patients and compared to the literature data. Plasma drug levels and CSF albumin levels are suggested as elimination parameters. Mtx disappeared from CSF and appeared in plasma with an expected wide variation (interindividual range of coefficients of variation (CV) of CSF Mtx levels 158-189%, intraindividual range of CV of plasma Mtx levels 35-64%). Our data together with reported data suggest that plasma Mtx levels mirror closely the Mtx elimination from CSF. The levels of CSF albumin and of plasma Mtx at defined sample times correlated negatively (r=-0.7), which reflects their largely common elimination from CSF. Both parameters seem appropriate to describe the Mtx elimination from CSF. They should allow to individually adapt Mtx dosing towards an improvement of Mtx availability in CSF and of treatment efficacy.